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CIRCUIT BREAKER, 

Fred G. won Hoorn, Bridgeport,‘ Conn, assignor 
to General Electric Company, a corporation of 

> New York 

-£lpplication November 21, 1935, Serial No. 53,30’? 

16 Claims. 
This application is a continuation in part of 

my prior application Serial No. 719,125, ?led 
April 15,1934, entitled “Circuit breakers”. 
The invention relates to circuit breakers, more 

particularly to circuit breakers of the type known 
as “branch-circuit” circuit breakers which pro; 
vide the protective features of a fuse as well as 
the advantages of a manually operable switch, 
and has for an object the provision of a compact 
circuit breaker of this type which is simple and 
inexpensive to construct and which, is reliable 

> in its operation. 

Heretofore circuit breakers of this type have 
been provided with manual means for opening. 
and closing the circuit breaker and with current 
responsive means for automatically tripping the 
circuit breaker upon the occurrence of predeter 
mined current conditions independently of the 
manual means. Much is yet to be desired, how 
ever, in reducing the size of such circuit breakers 
while retaining the ability of the circuit breaker 
to meet the severe service requirements encoun 
tered. It is further desirable that such circuit 

‘ breakers be provided with means for readily ad 
,justing the current rating of the circuit breaker, 
together with locking means for rendering the 
adjusting means tamperproof after the circuit 
breaker has been calibrated initially. _ 

' In carrying out my‘ invention .in one form, I 
provide manual means for operating the movable 
contact of the circuit breaker between open and 
closed circuit positions with a snap action, and 
adjustable current responsive means for‘ auto 
matically operating the movable contact to an 

' open circuit position independently of- the manual 
means. More Specifically, I provide a switch 
member having an inclined slot and a pivoted op 
erating link carrying a roller which cooperates, 
with the slot. Manual means are provided for 
rotating the operating link‘ about its pivot be 
tween two positions with a snap action, where 
upon the roller cooperates with the slot to oper-' 
ate the switch member between open and closed 
circuit positions with a snap action. Tripping 

' means are also. provided, comprising a tripping 
bar normally latched in one position by a ther 
mal element and releasable to rotate the operat 
ing‘ link in a direction to operate the switch mem 
her to open circuit position, together with means 
for adjusting the normal position of the thermal 
element relative to' the tripping bar to vary the 
value of they current at which the tripping bar is 
released. _ 

For a more complete understanding of my in 
vention, reference should now be had to the 
drawings in which Fig. l is an elevational' sec 
tional view of a circuit breaker embodying my 

. invention; Fig. 2 is a fragmentary view similar 

6 O 
to Fig. 1, showing the circuit breaker in its auto, 
matically tripped position; Fig. 3 is a View in ex 

(ol. ate-n6) 
ploded perspective of the, operating mechanism 
of the circuit breaker shown in Fig. 1; Fig. 4 is , 
a fragmentary view of the base of the circuit 
breaker with the arc chute removed; Fig. 5 is 
a sectional elevational view of a preferred form 
of circuit breaker embodying my invention; Fig. 
6 is a sectional view taken along the line 6—6 of 
Fig. 5; and Fig. 7 is a fragmentary view of the 
circuit breaker shown in Fig. 5 with the operat 

. ing parts in the automatically tripped positions» 
, Referring now to'Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive of the 
drawings, 1 have shown a circuit breaker ill which 
is identical with the circuit breaker disclosed in 
my above referred to, application, comprising an 
insulated base or container it provided with a 
cover l2 having an aperture l3 therein through 
which extends an insulated operating handle M. 
As shown, the lower portion of the left-hand wall 
'of the base member M is cut away and a closure 
member i5 is provided which extends along the 
lower side of the base ll so as to form an arc‘ 
chute or passageway it. 
Supported on the base member H, is‘ a ?xed 

contact H which engages a suitable lead-in con 
ductor l 8 which will be more fully described here 
inafter. Arranged in engaging relation with the 
?xed contact H, is a movable contact i3 which 
is secured to one end of a resilient member or 
contact arm 20, preferably formed of phosphor 
bronze, the opposite end of which is secured in 
intimate electrical engagement with one end of 
a flexible conductor 2i by means of rivets 22, 
which extend through the yoke portion of a 
U-shaped switch member 23 which is pivotally 
mounted on a pin 24, the opposite ends of which 
are supported by a U-shaped frame 25. As 
shown, the yoke portion of this U-shaped frame 
25 is secured to the base member I l by a suitable 
screw 26, and a portion of the base member is cut 
away to provide a channel 21 in which is ar 
ranged ‘ a slidable member 28. This slidable 
member 28, the function of which will be more 
fully-described hereinafter, is provided with an 
upturned end to which is riveted the opposite end 
of the ?exible conductor 2| and the lower end of 
a bimetallic thermal element 29. As shown best 
in Fig. 3, the opposite end of the thermal element 
supports a latching member 30 and one end of a 
?exible conductor 3|, the opposite end of which is 
secured to a terminal strap 32 (Fig. 3). ' 

Pivotally mounted on a pin 33 supported adja 
cent the upper end of the U-shaped frame 25, is 
a channel-shaped'trippi'ng bar '34, the free ‘end of 

_, which supports a latching member or tip 35 by 
means of a body of molded insulating material 
36. Intermediate its end, this tripping bar 34 is 
provided with an aperture 31 and a slot 38 (Fig. 
3) arranged to be engaged by a pair of outwardly 
extending cars 39 formed on the upper ends of 
the arms of a U-shaped operating link 43, the 
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2 
lower end of which supports a‘ pin 4|, the outer 
ends of the pin supporting rollers 42, only one of 
which is shown. As shown in Fig. 1, these rollers 
42 are arranged to cooperate with a pair of 
inclined slots 43 which are formed in the up 
standing arms of the U-shaped switch mem 
ber 23. 
The insulated operating handle I4 is provided 

with a pair of downwardly extending legs 44, 
preferably formed, as shown, by molding a U 
shaped metallic insert into the handle l4, and the 
U-shaped frame 25 is provided with a pair of slots 
45, only one of which is shown, for cooperation 
with a pair of inwardly extending ?ngers 46 
formed on the lower ends of the arms 44. Like 
wise the insulated handle I4 is provided with a 
second metallic insert 41 having a pair of down 
wardly extending ?ngers 48 and 49, and an over 
center spring 50 is provided, the opposite ends of 
which are respectively connected to the ?nger 49 
and to the yoke portion of the operating link 48. 
In assembling the parts together, one of the 

projections 39 is inserted in the aperture 31 in the 
channel-shaped tripping bar 34, and the arms of‘ 
the operating link 48 are pressed slightly together 
until the other one of the projections 39 will slide 
into the slot 38. The lower end of the operating 
link 48 is then inserted between the arms of the 
U-shaped switch member 23, the pin 4| is in 
serted and the rollers 42 are mounted on the 
respective ends of the pin. This partial assem 
bly of parts is then placed between the arms of 
the U-shaped frame 25 in nesting relation, so 
that the frame prevents the dislodgment of the 
rollers 42 from the slots 43 in the U-shaped 
switch member 23. The pivot pin 24 is then 
inserted through suitable aligned apertures in 
the frame 25 and the switch member 23, and the 
pivot pin 33 is inserted through aligned apertures 
in the frame 25 and the tripping bar 34. 

It will be apparent now that the slidable mem 
ber 28 maybe placed beneath the yoke of the 
U-shaped frame 25, and the operating handle |4 
may be placed in its proper position by inserting 
the fingers 46 in the slots 45. When placed in 
this position, the operating handle l4 may be 
pivoted about the fingers-46, and as will be seen 
best in Fig. 3, the legs 44 which extend from the 
operating'handle H are provided with inwardly 
bent portions 5| which cooperate with suitable 
upwardly extending portions 52 and 53 formed on 
the upper portion of the frame 25 to limit the 
pivotal movement of the operating handle. One 
end of the overcenter spring 50 may now be 
secured to the ?nger 49 on the operating handle, 
and the other end of the overcenter spring may 
be hooked through a suitable hole 54 in the yoke 
portion of the operating link 40. 
The assembly of the circuit breaker is now 

completed bylowering the frame 25 and its asso 
ciated parts into the container formed by the 
base member H‘ and securing the frame to the 
base member' by means of the screw 26. As 
heretofore mentioned, the slidable member 28 
restsin a channel 21 formed in the base member, 
and as shown, this slidable member is provided 
with an elongate slot 55 through which extends a 
screw 56, the end of the screw threadedly engag 
ing an extending portion 51 of the frame 25. 
Referring now to Fig. 4, it will be observed 

that the base member H is provided with an 
aperture 58 intermediate the countersunk open- » 
ings which accommodate the screws 26 and 56, a 
recess 59 forming a portion of the aperture 58 
being arranged directly opposite $19955 50 
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formed in the end of the slidable member 28. 
It will be apparent now that when a screw driver 
or the like is inserted into the recesses 59 and 
68, the recess 59 will serve as a fulcrum for the 
screw driver so that when the screw driver is 
turned, the slidablev member 28 will be moved 
longitudinally to adjust the position of the ther 
mal element 29 with respect to the latching mem 
ber 35. After the position of the thermal ele 
ment 29 is determined, the screw 56 may be 
tightened to bend the extending portion 51 of the 
‘frame 25 into frictional engagement with the 
slidable member 28 and thus secure the slidable 
member 28 against further longitudinal move 
ment. 
Disposed adjacent the contacts l1 and | 9 of the 

circuit breaker, in the housing formed by the 
closure member I5, is an arc extinguishing device 
of the type fully described and claimed in my 
above referred to prior application. For the pur 
poses of the present‘ application, this are ex 
tinguishing device may be described as compris 
ing a magnetizable structure consisting of a pair 
of magnetizable plates 6| and 62 mounted in 
spaced relation with each other and with the cir 
cuit breaker contacts by means of a pair of insu 
lating supports 63, only one of which is shown. 
As shown, these magnetizable plates 6| and 62 
extend outwardly from the circuit breaker con 
tacts and then downwardly, so that the lower 
ends of the plates are adjacent the arc chute 
l6 which extends along one side of the ‘circuit 
breaker. Arranged in the arc chute |6 remote 
from the magnetizable plates 6| and 62, is a 
metallic screen 64 which serves to cool the hot 
gases which are expelled through the arc chute 
in the manner described in my above referred to 
application. _ 

It is now believed that a comprehensive under 
standing of my invention may be had from a 
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description of the operation of the circuit breaker 
as a whole. 

' It will be assumed that the circuit breaker is 
connected in a circuit capable of delivering large 
magnitudes of current, although for normal op 
eration the circuit breaker is called upon to in 
terrupt currents of low magnitudes, for example, 
15 to 30 amperes. The current path through the 
circuit breaker may be’ traced from the terminal 
strap 32 through the conductor 3|, the bimetallic 
element 29, the conductor 2|, the resilient mem 
ber 28, the movable contact | 9, the ?xed contact 
l1 and by way of the conductor l8 to a second 
terminal (notshown) . The arrangement of the 
conductor |8 with respect to the contact l1 and 
the ‘terminal may be best understood by refer 
enceto Fig. 6. vIn the circuit breaker there shown 
a conductor 64 serves to connect a ?xed contact 
65 to a terminal 66, in the exact manner that the 
conductor l8 connects the contact H to its ter 
minal. 
In order to open the circuit manually, the op 

erating handle I4 is moved in a clockwise direc 
tion, as viewed in Fig. 1,,carrying with it the 
upper end of the overcenter spring 50. As soon as 
the overcenter spring 50 has moved past its dead 
center position, i. e. past the projections 39 which 
constitute the pivot point of the operating link 
40, a component of force is exerted on the oper 
ating link 48 in a direction to rotate it in a coun 
terclockwise direction about its pivot point, so 
that the rollers 42 operating against the upper 
sides of the slots 43 quickly move the switch 
member 23 and the movablecontact I9 to the 
open circuit position. Similarly, the circuit 
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breaker may be closed by moving the operating 
handle I4 in a counterclockwise direction, so as 
to carry the overcenter spring 50 past its dead 
center position and thereby cause the operating 
link 40 to rotate in a clockwise direction, so that 
the rollers 42 bear against the lower sides of the 
slots 43 and operate the movable contact I9 in 
its closed circuit position. 
- As shown in Fig. 1, the resilient member 20 ' 
which supports the movable contact I9 is placed 
under a substantial tension during the closing 
of the circuit breaker, thereby providing a sub 
stantial contact pressure and- a wiping action as 
the contacts engage each other. The spring force 
exerted‘ by the resilient member 20 of course 
tends to- rotate the movable switch member 23 
towards the open circuit position. As shown in 
Fig. 1, however, the switch member 23 is locked 
in the closed circuit position due to the arrange 
ment of the operating link 40 substantially at 
right angles to the slots 43. Consequently, there 
is not a su?icient component of force produced 
on the link 49 by the resilient member 20 to cause 
the link to move from its closed circuit position. 
Furthermore, this locking arrangement prevents 

_ rebound or chattering of the movable contact 
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as it strikes the stationary contact. 
’ It will now be assumed that a short circuit oc 
curs with the circuit breaker parts in the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 1. The resultant rush of cur 
rent through the circuit breaker and the bimetal-r 
lic thermal element 29 quickly heats the thermal 
element, causing it to bend in a clockwise direc 
tion about its support 28 to disengage the latch 
member 30 from the latching tip 35 carried by the 
tripping arm 34. Upon the release of the tripping 
arm 34, the full force of the overcenter spring 
50 and the resilient member 20 is instantly effec 
tive to accelerate the movable parts to their open 
circuit positions shown in Fig. 2. The force of i 
the overcenter spring is applied to the tripping 
bar through the projections 39 on the operating 
link 40, causing the tripping bar 34 to rotatev 
about its pivot 33 in a counterclockwise direction. 
The movement of the contact I9 begins shortly 
after that of the tripping bar 34, since the resili-' 
ent member 20 must ?rst be relaxed, and as the 
movement of the tripping bar proceeds, the pivot 
point for the operating link 49 is transferred from 
the projections 39 to the pivot pin 33 by engage 
ment of the shoulders 40a on the link. 40 with 
the channel-shaped tripping bar 34. According 
ly, the link 40 is rotated in a counterc‘ockwise di 
rection about the pivot pin 33 to the position 
shown in Fig. 2, and the rollers 42 engage the 
‘upper sides of the slots 43 to move the contact I9 
to the open circuit position shown in Fig. 2. As 
viewed in this ?gure, the ?nal position of the 
movable contact I9 is directly adjacent the pivot 
pin 33, while the rollers 42 are midway of the 
slots 43. 
As the movable contact I 9 is separated from the 

stationary contact I‘I, an arc is drawn therebe~ 
tween and as is more fully described in my above 
referred to application, the magnetic reaction be 
tween the magnetizable structure of the are ex 

. tlnguishing device and the arc itself is such as 

75 

to move the are into engagement with the mag 
netizable plates GI and 62. The are drawn be 

- tween the contacts‘ is thus divided into a plurality ' 
of short arcs, each of which is moved outwardly 
and downwardly over the plates 6| and 62 by 
means of the magnetic reaction. 

' A further important action takes place inci 
dent to the formation of the are between the 

. load currents of short-circuit magnitude. 

3 
contacts. It will be remembered that the handle 
I 4 is positioned entirely by the engagement of the 
?ngers 46 with the slots 45 in the U-shaped frame 
25 and by the force exerted ‘by the overcenter 
spring 50. Thus it will be apparent that the op 
erating handle I4 may be moved upwardly against 
the force of the overcenter spring, the ?ngers 46 
moving upwardly in the slots 45. As is more fully 
described in my above referred to application, 
the operating handle I4 and the cover member I 2 
are provided with interlocking grooves and pro 
jections which‘ serve to seal substantial‘y air 
tightly the housing formed by the base member 
II, the cover member I2, and the closure member 
I5 when the operating handle I4 is forced up 
wardly into intimate engagement with the cover 
member I2. 

10 

The heat due to the arc and the current flow ' 
through the circuit breaker causes an expansion 
of air within the circuit breaker housing and 
generates a substantial pressure which forces the 
handle member I4 upwardly to seal the circuit 
breaker housing so that the only available exit 
for the gases within the circuit breaker is through 
the arc chute I6. Accordingly, a rush of escap 
ing gases takes place over and around the mag 
netizable plates 6| and 62, which rush of gases 
contributes to the downward movement of the 
portions of the arcs which extend between the 
plates and the stationary contact, so that the arc 
portions are moved along the plates GI and 52 
and are expelled into the arc chute I5. This 
rush of ‘the gases over the plates 6| vand 62 cools 
the gases and this cooling effect is increased by 

, the‘ screen 64a. located in the passageway or the 
arc chute I6, the screen serving the additionalv 
function of arresting any particles of hot metal. 

It will be understood that for overload current 
of small magnitude, for example, ‘150% of the 
rating of the circuit breaker, the thermal element 
29 will de?ect to release the tripping bar 34 in 
exactly the same manner as described for over 

The 
de?ection of the thermal element required to trip 
the circuit breaker depends upon the overlap of 
the latching member 39 with the latching tip 35. 
This overlap is preferably determined at a fac 

, tory and in order to provide tamper-proof lock 
ing means, the aperture 58 (Fig. 4) is filled with 
suitable material, such as solder which ?ows into 
the recesses 59 and 60, so as to form a rigid con 
nection or key between‘ the base member II and 
the slidable member 28. Consequently, even if 
the fastening screws 26 and 56 could be lessened 
somewhat, movement of the sliding member 28 
and the bimetallic element 29 relative to the cir 
cuit breaker base is prevented. As shown, the 
closure member I5 is secured to the base by spin 
ning over the end of a metallic insert 61 after 
the circuit breaker has been calibrated“ To gain 
entry to the circuit breaker thereafter. the end 
of the insert 61 must be destroyed, making it ap 
parent thatythe circuit breaker has been tampered 
with. 
In order to reset the circuit breaker after op 

eration to the automatically tripped position 
shown in Fig. 2, it is necessary to move the oper 
ating handle I4 in a clockwise direction from the 
position there shown, during which movement the 
?nger 48 engages the member 39 and rotates the 
tripp’ng arm 34 about its pivot 33 to the position 
shown in Fig. l in which position the tip 35 is 
engaged by the latch 30. During this clockwise 
movement of the handle I4, it will be apparent 
that the overcenter spring 59 will be carried past 
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the pivot point of the link 48 which is determined 
by the ears 39, and accordingly, the link 48 will 
be rotated in a counterclockwise direction about 
its pivot point. Since the switch member 23 and 
the movable contact I9 are already in the open 
circuit position, however, this rotation of the link 
48 will have no effect other than to move the 
rollers 42 toward the right-hand end of theslots 
43, as viewed in Fig. 2. The circuit breaker con 
tacts may now be reclosed, as described above, by 
simply rotating the handle I4 to the position 
shown in Fig. 1. 
Although further details of the construction and 

operation of this embodiment of my invention are 
set forth in my above referred to application, 
particularly with reference to the arc extinguish 
ing means, it is not believed that any further de 
scription is necessary for the purposes of the 
present application. 
In Figs, 5, 6 and 7, I have shown what is now 

believed to be the preferred-embodiment of my 
invention. The circuit breaker here shown com 
prises a base member or container 68, a cover 
member 69, an operating handle ‘I8 and a closure 
member ‘II which are respectively similar in con 
struction to the corresponding parts of the circuit 
breaker described above. The previously men 
tioned ?xed contact 65 and conductor 64 are se 
cured to the base 68 for cooperation with a mov 
able contact 'I2 which is supported on one end 
of a resilient member ‘I3, the other end of which 
ispsecured to .a ?exible conductor 14 and a, U 
shaped switch member ‘I5 which is pivotally sup 
ported on a pin ‘I6 carried by a U-shaped frame 
11. The other end of the ?exible conductor 14 
is connected to a slidable member ‘I8 which sup 
ports a bimetallic ‘element ‘I9. The upper end of 
the bimetallic element ‘I9 supports a latch member 
88 and is secured to a ?exible conductor 81. It 
will be understood that the slidable member 18 is 
similar in construction and in its arrangement 
with respect to the base 68 and the U-shaped 
frame TI to ‘the construction and arrangement 
of the slidable member 28 described above. 
The upstanding legs (only one of which is 

shown) of the U-shaped switch member 15 are 
provided with slots 82 for cooperation with suit 
able rollers 83, one of the rollers 83 being sup 
ported on each end of a pin 84 which pin is car 
ried by a .U-shaped operating link 85. Adjacent 
the upper end of the link 85, each arm thereof is 
provided with an outwardly extending ear 88 
and with a finger 81, the ears 86 being arranged 
to engage suitable notches 88 (Fig. 7) in the frame 
TI to provide pivot points for the link 85. Piv 
otally supported on a *pin‘ 89 carried by the up 
wardly extending arms of the frame ‘I1, is a chan 
nel-shaped tripping bar 98, the free end of which 
is provided with an insulating member 9| which 
carries a latch tip 92 arranged to cooperate with 
the latch plate 88 carried by the bimetallic ele 
ment ‘I9. 
This tripping bar 98 is biased for rotation in 

a counterclockwise direction from the latched po 
sition shown in Fig. 5 by a coil spring 93 which 
surrounds the pin 89, and is arranged with one 
end engaging the tripping bar 98 and its other 
end engaging ‘a lug 94 which extends outwardly 
from the frame 11. - ' 

As shown, the operating member 18 is provid 
ed with a 'U-shaped metallic insert having a pair 
of downwardly extending legs 95, the lower ends 
of which are provided with suitable ‘notches 96 
for engaging outwardly extending ears 9‘! formed 
on the frame 11 pivotally to support the oper 

2,005,357 
ating handle 18. A second metallic insert in the 
operating handle ‘I8 is provided with downward 
ly extending ?ngers 98 and _99, the ?nger 98 sup 
porting one end of an overcenter spring I88, the 
other end of which is secured to the yoke of the 
U-shaped operating link 85. 
With the parts in the position shown in Fig. 5, 

it will be seen that the overcenter spring urges 
the ears 86 formed on the operating link ‘85 into 
engagement with the notches 88 formed in the 
frame 11 and likewise, urges the notched ends of 
the members 95 which extend downwardly from 
the handle ‘I8 into engagement with the ears‘ 9'! 
formed on the frame Tl. In order manually to 
open the circuit breaker, the operating handle 
‘I8 is rotated in a clockwise direction from the 
position shown in Fig; 5 about the pivot point 
determined by the ears 91, so as to carry the spring 
I88 overcenter relative ‘to the pivot point deter 
mined by the ears 86. Thereupon the operating 
link 85 is rotated in a counterclockwise direction 
about its pivot point, and the rollers 83 engage 
the upper sides of the slots 82 to operate the 
switch member ‘I5 and the movable contact ‘I2 to 
the open circuit position with a snap action. 
Movement of the handle ‘I8 in this direction is 
limited by the engagement of the ?nger 99 with 
the insulating member 9I carried by the trip 
ping arm 98. 

Likewise, in order to close the circuit breaker 
manually, the operating handle ‘I8 is moved in a 
counterclockwise direction about its pivot point, 
and the overcenter spring is thus moved past the 
pivot point determined by the ears 86 so as to 
rotate the operating link in a clockwise direction, 
whereupon the rollers 83 engage the lower sides 
of the slots 82 and operate the switch member 
‘I5 and the movable contact ‘I2 to the closed cir 
cuit position shown in Fig. 5. As described in 
connection with Figs. 1 to 4, the resilient member 
13 is placed under tension during the circuit clos 
ing operation but the right angle relation of the 
operating link 85 and the slots 82 serves to main-, 
tain the circuit breaker locked in its closed cir 
cuit position. 
Upon the occurrence oi’ overload or short-cir 

cuit conditions, the bimetallic element .19 will be 
heated and will ?ex so as to move the latch mem 
ber 88 out of engagement with the latch tip 92, 
whereupon the tripping bar 98_ will be quickly ro 
tated in a counterclockwise direction about its 
pivot 89 by the tripping spring 93. As shown, the 
insulating member 9| carried by the tripping bar 
98 is provided with outwardly extending por 
tions I8I which are arranged to engage the ?ngers 
81 on the operating link 85, and accordingly, as 
the tripping bar 98 moves in a counterclockwise 
direction, the operating link 85 will be rotated in 
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a counterclockwise direction about its pivot point _ 
and the rollers 83 engaging the upper sides of 
the slots 82 will operate the switch member“ 
and the movable contact ‘I2 to the position shown 
in Fig. 'l. ' ' 

During this counterclockwise rotation of the 
operating'link 85, it will be seen that the lower 
end of the overcenter spring I88 will be carried 
from the position shown in Fig. 5 on the left-hand 
side of the lugs 91 to the position shown in Fig. 7 
on the right-hand side of the lugs 91. Accord 
ingly, the bias exerted on the operating handle 18‘ 
by the overcenter spring I88 will be reversed and 
the operating handle ‘I8 will move to the central 
position shown in Fig. 7, thereby indicating that 
the circuit breaker has been automatically 
tripped. This central position of the operating 
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handle is determined by the engagement of the 
finger 99 with the insulating member 9| carried 
by the tripping bar 90. 

_ After an automatic tripping operation, the cir 
cuit breaker may be reset by moving the operating 
handle from the central position shown in Fig. 7 
in a clockwise direction, the ?nger 99 hearing on 
the insulating member 9| and returning the trip 
ping bar 90 to the latched position shown in Fig. 5. 
Thereafter the operating handle may be moved 
in a counterclockwise direction to the position 
shown in Fig. 5 to operate the movable contact to 
the closed circuit position. It will be understood 
of course that the circuit breaker may be adjusted 
to respond to a predetermined overload current by 
moving the slidable member 10 in the ‘same man 
ner as described above in connection with the 
slidable member 28. I 

In this embodiment of my ‘invention, the arc 
extinguishing device is provided with three mag 
netiz'able plates I02, I03 and I04 supported in 
spaced relation by suitable insulating members 
I 05.- These magnetizable plates I02, I03 and I04 
function to move the arc outwardly and down 
wardly into the arc chute formed by the closure 
member ‘II in substantially the same manner as 
the magnetizable plates Iiiv and 62 shown in Figs. 
1 and 2. A shield II2 formed of insulating ma 
terial is provided to protect the operating parts 
v01E the circuit breaker from direct contact with 
the arc, and as shown, the insulating member I05 

' as well as the walls of the closure member ‘II 

35 

are lined with heat resisting, material “3, such 
as asbestos. ‘A 

It will be understood that the operating mem 
. ber “It is arranged, to be moved upwardly by the 
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pressure generated by the are upon the occur 
rence of short-circuit conditions, so as to seal 
substantially air-tightly the circuit breaker hous 
ing. ' . . 

In Fig. 6, I have shown the operating member 
‘I0 provided with shoulders I06 arranged to co 
operate with shoulders I01 formed on the cover 
member 09. ' 

I It will further be understood that means-must 
be ‘provided’ for securely fastening the cover 
member 69 of the circuit breaker shown in Figs. 
5 to 7 and the cover member I2 of the circuit 
breaker shown in Figs. 1 to 4 to their respective 
base members. Referring particularly to Figs. 5 
and 6, I provide‘ a pair of locking plates I08 
which are respectively provided .with ears (not 
shown) for engaging suitable notches I09 formed 
in the upper portion of the base member 68 so as 
to lock the plates I 08 lrelative‘to the circuit break 
er base. As shown, the upper .ends oi the locking 
plates I08 extend through apertures in a fasten 

' ing plate H0 and are riveted over the fastening 
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plate which overlies the cover member 09 and the 
base member 68 as shown best in Fig. 6. This fas 
tening plate I I0 also serves to support the circuit ' 
breaker in a suitable conduit box III, and a suit 
able face plate H4 may be secured thereto as by 

” the screws I I5. 
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While I have shown a particular embodiment 
of my invention, it will be understood, of course, 
that I do not wish tolbe limited thereto since 
many modi?cations may be made and I, there 
fore, contemplate by the appended claims to 
cover any such modi?cation as fall within the 
true'spirit and scope of my invention. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

Letters ‘Patent of the United States is: 
1. A circuit breaker comprising a switch mem- _ 

ber movable between open and closed circuit po 
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sitions, said ‘switch member being provided with 
a slot, an operating link having a portion slid 
ably mounted in said slot, means mounting said 
link for pivotal movement, overcenter spring 
meansfor rotating said link about said pivotal 
mounting means to ‘move said portion of said 
link along said slot and thereby operate ‘said 
switch member between said open and closed 
circuit positions, a tripping bar biased for move 
ment from a normal position to a‘tripped po 
sition, current responsive means normally re 
taining said tripping bar in said normal position 
for releasing said tripping bar for movement to 
said ~tripped position in response to a prede 
termined current ?ow, and means responsive to 
movement of said tripping bar to said, tripped 
position for rotating said operating link in a di 
rection to move said portion of said link along 
said slot and thereby operate said switch mem 
ber to ‘open circuit position. 

2. In a. circuit breaker, the combination of a 
switch member movable to open and closed po 
sitions, said switch member being provided with 
an inclined slot, a tripping bar movable from 
a normal position to a tripped position, an op 
erating link having one end slidably mounted 
within said inclined slot, pivoting means for the 
other end of said link, an overcenter spring for 
rotating said link about said pivoting means to 
move said one end of said link along said slot 
and thereby operate said switch member to said 
open and closed positions, a thermal element 
normally maintaining said tripping bar in said 
normal position and operable by overload cur 
rent to release said tripping bar, and connect 
ing means between said bar and said link oper 
ative by movement of said bar to rotate said 
link in a directionvto move said one end of said 
link along said vlot and thereby ‘operate said 
switch member to said open position. > 

3. A circuit breaker comprising a switch mem 
bermovable between open and closed circuit po 
sitions, said switch member being provided with 
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a slot, an operating link, a roller supported by“ 
said linkfor movement within said slot, means 
mounting said link for pivotal movement, over 
center spring means for rotating said link about 
said pivotal mounting means to move said roller 
along said slot and thereby operate said switch 
member between open and closed circuit‘posi 
tions, a tripping bar biased for movement vfrom 
a normal position to a tripped position, a ther 
mal element normally maintaining said bar in 
said normal position for releasing said bar upon 
the occurrence of predetermined current con 
ditions, and connecting means responsive to the 
movement of sad bar to said tripped position 
for rotating said operating link in a direction to 
move said roller along said slot and thereby op 
erate said switch member to open circuit posi-- 
tion. ~ g ‘ 

-' 4. In a circuit breaker, the combination of a 
switch member movable to open and closed po 
sitions, said switch member being provided with 
,an-inclined slot, an operating link having one 
end slidably engaging said slot, pivot means for 
the other end of said link, an overcenter spring 
operable between predetermined positions for 
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rotating said link in opposite directions about I 
said pivot means so as to apply the force of said 
spring to said switch member to operate it to 
said open and closed positions, a tripping bar, 
thermal ‘latching means normally maintaining 
said tripping bar in a given position and oper 
able» by overload current to release said trip 
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6 
ping bar, and a connection between said bar and 
said link for rotating said link in a direction to 
move said one end of said link along said slot 
and thereby operate said switch member to said 
open circuit position, said end of said link com 
ing to rest midway of said slot as said switch 
member reaches its open circuit position. 

5. A circuit breaker comprising a switch mem- . 
ber movable between open and closed circuit po— 
sitions, said switch member being provided with 
a slot, a pivotally mounted operating link hav 
ing a portion extending into said slot for slid 
able engagement with said switch member, over 
center spring means for rotating said operat 
ing link about its pivot to operate said switch 
member between said open and closed circuit po 
sitions, a tripping bar, a tripping spring biasing 
said bar from a normal position to a tripped po 
sition, current responsive means normally main 
taining said bar in said normal position for re 
leasing said bar in response to predetermined 
current conditions, and means responsive to. 
movement of said bar in accordance with its 
bias for rotating said operating link in a direc 
tion to operate saidswitch member to said open 
circuit position. 

6. A circuit breaker comprising a switch mem 
ber movable between open and closed circuit po 
sitions, said switch member being provided with 
a slot, a pivotally mounted operating link hav 
ing a portion extending into said slot for slid 
able engagement with said switch member, over 
center spring means for rotating said operating 
link about its pivot to operate said switch mem 
ber between said open and closed circuit posi 
tions, a tripping bar, a tripping spring biasing 
said bar from a normal position to a tripped po 
sition, a thermal element normally maintaining 
said bar in said normal position for releasing 
said bar in response to predetermined overload 
conditions, and means responsive to movement 
of said bar by said tripping spring for rotat 
ing said operating link against the force exert-' 
ed by said overcenter spring to operate said 
switch member to said open circuit position.v I. ' 

'7. A circuit breaker comprising a switch mem 
ber movable between open and closed circuit po 
sitions, said switch member being provided with‘ 
ya slot, a pivotally mounted operating link hav 
ing a portion extending into ‘said slot for slid 
able engagement with said switch member, a 
pivoted operating handle movable between on 
and of! positions, overcenter spring means con 
nected between said handle and 'said link for 
moving said link about its pivot to operate said 
switch member between said open and closed cir 
cuit positions ‘in response to movement of said 
handle, a tripping bar, a tripping spring biasing 
said bar from a normal to a tripped position, 
thermal means for normally retaining said bar in 
said normal position against its bias and for re 
leasing said bar in response to overload condi 
tions, means responsive to movement of said trip 
ping bar by said tripping spring for rotating said 
link in a direction to operate said switch mem 
ber to said open circuit position, said rotation of 
said link carrying said overcenter spring means 
overcenter relative to the pivot point of said han 
dle to operate said handle from said on position, 
and means for arresting the movement of said 
handle in an intermediate position to indicate 
that said circuit breaker has been automatically 
tripped. 

8. A circuit breaker provided with a ?xed con 
tact and a movable contact operable between 
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open and closed circuit positions, a tripping bar 
operatively associated with said movable contact 
and normally biased from a closed circuit posi 
tion to an open circuit position for causing the 
operation of said movable contact from a closed 
circuit position to said open circuit position, said 
bar being provided with a latching end, a ther 
mal element provided with a latching member 
for engaging said latching end to maintain said 
tripping bar in its closed circuit position, means 
adjustably supporting said thermal element com 
prising a slidable member for supporting said 
thermal element, guiding means for said slidable 
member for permitting longitudinal movement oi.’ 
said slidable member, said slidable member and 
said guiding means being provided with cooperat 
ing notches so that a screw driver or the like in 
serted in said notches can be used to move said 
slidable member to adjust the position of Said 
latching member with respect to said latching end 
of_ said tripping bar, and locking means for se 
curing said supporting member in ?xed position 
after said adjustment is completed. 

9. In combination with a circuit breaker hav 
ing an insulating base provided with a channel, 
a U-shaped frame supported on said base and 
provided with a projection extending from the 
closed end of said frame in a direction parallel 
with said channel, an adjustable member pro 
vided with an elongated slot mounted in said 
channel and beneath said frame, a locking screw 
extending through said base, said elongated slot 
and into screw-threaded engagement with the 
outer end of said extension, a bi-metal thermal 
element provided with a latching member at one 
end, means ?xedly securing said thermal element 
at its opposite end to said adjustable member, 
said adjustable member and said base being pro 
vided with cooperating notches for the insertion 
of a screw driver or the like by means of which 
said adjustable member can be moved along said 
channel to adjust the position of said thermal ele 
ment, said locking screw cooperating with said 
extension to clamp said adjustable member be 
tween said extension and said base of said cir 
cuit breaker. ‘ . 

10. The combination in a circuit breaker of a 
support, a slidable plate, a thermal element, 
means ?xedly securing one end of said thermal 
element to said plate, guiding means for guiding 
said plate for longitudinal movement to adjust 
the position of said thermal element, and releas 
able clamping means for holding said plate 
against movement, said plate and said guiding 
means being provided with cooperating recesses 
into which an instrument may be inserted to 
form a driving connection for moving said plate 
when said clamping means is released. 

11. The combination in a circuit breaker of a 
support, a slidable plate, a thermal element, 
means ?xedly securing one end of said thermal 
element to said plate, guiding means for guiding 
said plate for longitudinal movement, said plate 
and said guiding means being provided with co 
operating recesses into which an instrument may 
be inserted to form a driving connection for mov 
ing said slidable plate. 

12. The combination in a circuit breaker pro 
vided with a supporting base of a thermal ele 
ment, 2. slidable plate provided with a support 
ing portion for said element, guide means for 
guiding said plate for longitudinal movement to 
adjust said thermal element, releasable clamp 
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ing means for holding said plate against move- 7| 
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2,065,357 
ment, said plate and said guide means having 
cooperating recesses into which an instrument 
_may be inserted to form a driving connection for 
moving. said plate when said clamping meansis 
released, and said base having an aperture in 
alignment with said recesses through which said 
instrument can be inserted and through which 
a material solid at normal temperatures can be 
poured into said recesses to lock said slidable 
plate against movement independently of said 
clamping means. 

13. A circuit breaker mechanism comprising a 
U-shaped switch member movable to open and 
closed circuit positions, the respective arms of 
said switch member being provided with inclined 
slots, a U-shaped frame, a pivot pin for pivot 
ally supporting one end of said switch member 
on said frame, an operating link provided with 
apertures» at one end, a pin extending through 
said apertures, a roller mounted on each end‘of 
said pin and in cooperative relation with said 
respective slots, a pair of outwardlyturned pro 
jections on the opposite end of said operating 
link, a second switch member provided with a 
hole for receiving one of said projections, and 
a slot for receiving the other of said projections 
to provide pivots for the movement of said link 
in opposite directions, and an overcenter spring 
for operating said link in opposite directions 
whereby said rollers in connection with said slots 
apply the force of said spring to said switch 
member to operate it to said open and closed 
positions. ' ' 

14. A circuit breaker mechanism comprising a 
U-shaped switch member movable to open and 
closed circuit positions, the respective arms of 
said switch member being provided with slots, 
a U -shaped frame, a pivot pin for pivotally sup 
porting one end of said switch member on said 
frame, an operating link provided with apertures 
at one end, a supporting pin extending'through 
said apertures, rollers mounted on the opposite 
ends of said supporting pin in cooperating rela 
tion with said slots, a pair of outwardly turned 
projections on the opposite end of said operating 
link, mounting means for said operating link in 
cluding apertures for receiving said projections . 
to provide pivots for the movement of said link 
in opposite directions, at least one of said aper 
tures comprising a slot, and an overcenter spring 
for operating said link in opposite directions 
whereby said rollers in cooperation with said slots 
apply the force of said spring to said switch 
member to operate said switch member between 
said open and closed circuit positions, said over 
center spring at all times retaining said projec 
tions in pivotal engagement with said mounting 
means. - , 

15. A circuit breaker comprising a support 
ing base, a U-shaped frame the arms of which 
extend upwardly from said base, each of said 
arms having an L-shaped slot one portion of 
which provides a passageway from one side of 
said frame to the other portion of said slot, a 
U-shaped switch member each of the respective . 
arms of which is provided with an inclined slot, 
a pivot pin extending through the arms of said 
frame and the arms of said switch member for 
pivotally supporting the switch member for 
movement between open and closed circuit posi 
tions, said U-shaped switch member nesting be 
~tween the arms of said U-shaped frame, a U-' 
shaped operating link the respective arms of 
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which nest between the arms of said U 
shaped switch member, ,a pivot pin extending 
within one end of said U-shaped operating 
link, a pair of rollers mounted on the respec 
tive ends of said pin, each roller being guided 
by said slots and maintained in said slots by 
the cooperation of thearms of said link on one 
side of said rollers and the arms of said frame 
on the other side of said rollers, the opposite 
end of said link- being provided with projections, 
asecond switch member provided with a hole 
for receiving one of said projections and a slot 
for receiving the other of said projections to form 
a pivotal mounting for the rotation of said link, 
an operating member provided with a pair of 
legs spaced apart one from the other and each 
of which legs is provided with an inwardly ex 
tending projection, said projections cooperatively 
engaging said L-shaped slot for pivotally sup 
‘porting said-“operating member, and an overcen 
ter spring having one end connected between said 
legs and the other end connected to said operat 
ing link for rotating said link in opposite direc 

‘ tions so as to apply the force of said overcenter 
spring to said switch member to operate it to 
said open and closed circuit positions, the normal 
bias of said spring‘ maintaining said operating 
member in said L-shaped slots and maintaining 
said link in said pivotal mounting against said 
second switch member. 

16. A circuit breaker comprising a supporting 
30 

base, a U-shaped frame the arms of, which ex- , 
tend upwardly from said base, a U~shaped switch 
member the respective arms of which are pro 
vided with slots, a pivot pin extending through ‘ 

_ the arms of said frame and said switch member 
for pivotally supporting the switch member for 
movement between open and closed circuit po 
sitions, said switch member nesting between the 
arms of said U_-shaped frame, a U-shaped oper 
ating link the arms of which nest within the 
arms of said U-shaped switch member, a sup 
porting pin extending between the arms of said 
link adjacent one end thereof, a pair of rollers 
mounted on the respective ends of said support 
ing pin, said rollers being guided by said slots 
and maintained in said slots by the cooperation 
of the arms of said link on one side of each roller 
and the arms of said frame on the other side 
of each roller, outwardly extending projections 
on the arms of said link adjacent the other end 
thereof, mounting means for said link including 
apertures for receiving said projections to form a 
pivotal mounting for said link, at least one of 
said apertures comprising a slot, an operating 
member provided with a pair of spaced apart 
legs within which the upstanding arms of said 
U-shaped frame nest, said legs and said frame 
arms having cooperating notches and projections 
for pivotally supporting said operating member, 
and an overcenter spring having one end con 
nected to'said operating member and the other 
end connected to said operating link for rotating 
said link in opposite directions so as to apply 
the force of said spring to said switch member, 
to, operate said switch member to said open and 
closed circuit positions, the bias of said spring 
maintaining the cooperating notches and pro 
jections on said operating‘ member and said 
frame in pivotal engagement'and maintaining 
said link in pivotal engagement with said mount 
ing means. -' 
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